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The Edinburgh International Festival August 2015

Over the years a number of separate festivals held in Edinburgh throughout August have become known collectively as the Edinburgh Festival 
(http://www.edinburghfestivalcity.com/). These include the Edinburgh Arts Festival, Edinburgh International Book Festival, Royal Edinburgh Military Tattoo; Edinburgh International Festival and Edinburgh Festival Fringe. According to its website (www.eif.co.uk/ (​http:​/​​/​www.eif.co.uk​/​​) accessed 6.September 2015), the International Festival brings ‘three weeks of the finest music, theatre, opera and dance’ from all over the world by invitation of the Festival Director to the city.  Concurrently, the Edinburgh Festival Fringe supported by the Fringe Society offers, ‘…some of the most exciting work being made on the planet…shows of all art forms, from artists at every stage of their careers...’​[1]​ The Fringe is multi-disciplinary and incorporates; comedy, dance, physical theatre, circus, exhibitions, cabaret and variety, spoken word and theatre for adults and children. However, for all its edginess and eclecticism, and its alternative credentials, performing in the Fringe is expensive and companies taking part are usually subsidised by arts organisations or private funding. So, for the last 12 years the Edinburgh Festival Fringe has been augmented by the Free Fringe Festival with the aim of supporting new artists on small budgets who pay a nominal fee for a space. Entry to these shows is free with a collection for the artists at the end. This idea, according to the website, was ‘…taken from what buskers had been doing for many years, and essentially moving the busking indoors’ (www.freefestival.co.uk/ (​http:​/​​/​www.freefestival.co.uk​/​​), accessed 2 September 2015).  

I mention this layering of activity because it has obvious implications for the ambition and scale of what can be achieved scenographically, reflecting what is possible, affordable and portable. The exigencies of sometimes as little as 15 minutes to get one show out and set up another, as in some of the free fringe venues, severely mitigates against complex design. Nevertheless, it was exciting to see the ingenuity with which some companies overcame these limitations, often using the restrictions of the space, time and budget to produce creative and audacious scenographic solutions.

I was only in Edinburgh for three days, so I didn’t expect to be able to draw any significant conclusions or capture more than a superficial overview of the themes, or trends in thought dominating this year’s festival or to be able to identify any common aesthetic in the way these ideas were being realised through scenography. However, fuelled by the adrenaline released by festival excitement – or madness – I managed, in those three days, to see 10 shows (two of which were nearly three hours long and that doesn’t include the stand up comedy I dropped in and out of). These shows ranged across the spectrum of the festival ‘hierarchy’ of space and budget, from high profile international work in large venues; to the Festival Fringe in small to mid-scale but well equipped theatres and adapted spaces; to the pubs, cellars, basements and ‘pocket’ spaces of the Free Fringe. On the Fringe and the Free Fringe, three shows I saw had taken 1980s and 90s Hollywood blockbusters and reframed these big screen epic adventures for the small stage. This obviously has scenographic implications. 

I am going to focus on five performances: Back to the Future by Nathan Cassidy at the Laughing Horse @ The Free Sisters as part of the Free Fringe; Superbolt’s production of Jurassic Park at the Assembly Roxy and Now Listen to Me Very Carefully at the Pleasance Courtyard – both Festival Fringe productions; 887 by Robert Lepage and Ex Machina at the Edinburgh International Conference Centre, and The Encounter by Simon McBurney and Complicite, also at the conference centre but in a different auditorium. These last two were International Festival productions. 

Despite the immense differences in scale, financial investment, technology and ticket prices across this range of work, certain common motifs could be identified, and perhaps not surprisingly, these were echoed in the scenography. I don’t want to present these as a list, as these themes folded into each other, encapsulating a kind of mid festival ‘zeitgeist’. This ‘spirit’ of the festival was marked by a form of nostalgia, a harking back to, and a yearning for, a notion of a more ‘stable’ past in the face of a frightening and uncertain future. This was manifested not only in the re-animation of old films as mentioned above with all their attendant memories but also in a focus on children and familial relations – often the family and children of the performers themselves – working as strong emotional drivers. Fathers and fathering featured a lot; filial affection and loss, an absence underpinning much of the work. A variety of scenographic means—spatial, visual, sonic, including pre-recorded diegetic interventions, physical objects, and audience participation—were all employed to invoke this. In these nostalgic re-imaginings miniaturisation and children’s toys connected the high budget international festival and the low budget fringe. Part and parcel of these nostalgic scenarios was a suspicion of technology even while technology was being employed to bring this into effect – an irony acknowledged by some but by no means all of the productions that adopted this position. Technological innovation, as the ‘spawn of the devil’ according to this system of belief, is nowhere more evident, pervasive and corrupting than in our ubiquitous usage of and dependency on, the omnipresent mobile phone. 

Back to the Future is the first show in Nathan Cassidy’s comedy trilogy based on the classic 1985 film. In the film, teenager Marty McFly time travels back 30 years to 1955 in Dr Brown’s super-charged time machine and encounters his mother and father when they were young. In this past Marty has to ‘act on’ the present in order to secure the future. Thirty years on in 2015, Cassidy travels back to 1985 to reflect on ‘the passage of time and the challenges of aging’ (Cassidy quoted by Ben Walters, in The Guardian,17 July 2015). Cassidy is fast approaching the same age as Marty would be now and is a parent himself. With fathering comes a sense of responsibility for the future. 

The venue, The Gothic Room, is well named, somewhere between a cellar and a cavern with an arched ceiling where bats might roost. It appears to function as a cabaret space with a bar at other times. We are seated in rows in front of a small stage on which there is a single microphone with a cap slung over the stand, a high stool with a plastic pint glass of what looks like Coca Cola in it, a screen and a mobile phone. Cassidy enters from between two black drapes wearing a checkeshirt, stone-washed jeans and a red sleeveless puffer jacket - McFly’s costume in the movie. 



Figure 1 Nathan Cassidy as Marty Mcfly (photo courtesy of Lol Johnson).

The iconic status of this costume is marked by a round of applause.  Costume as a powerful (and portable) signifier becomes a key scenographic element in these low budget shows, exploiting what Gilbert and Tompkins have described as its ‘rhetorical power’ (1966, 244). Here it clearly evokes not only the film and a collective sense of time and place but highly personal memories for the audience of their younger selves. Guardian columnist Ben Walters identifies this as a common thread running through all these adaptations. ‘A clutch of fringe shows are looking not just to indulge audiences’ enduring love for classic blockbusters…but to explore our nostalgia for them, and consider how their emotional resonance can shift and deepen in strange and poignant ways’ (The Guardian,17 July 2015 ).  Music’s capacity to work on the emotions is well documented and this is also employed to great effect.  In Cassidy’s show, ‘Johnny Be Good’, which features in the 1955 sequences of the film, is playing as we enter the space and the film soundtrack is employed throughout the show. This interplay of visual prompts, costume and a few props constitutes the scenographic composition of all these block buster adaptations.

Cassidy’s sound track was played through a mobile phone which he also used for texting and making calls, thus utilising its multi-modal functions while simultaneously berating the digital innovation that had produced this. He then honed in on the particular contribution of the mobile phone to the breakdown of family life. This appeared to be his way of emulating McFly’s need to ‘act on the present in order to secure the future’, voicing the social and cultural changes of the last 30 years in terms of this pernicious spread of technology. When these films were made, he says, “we had less technology and more interaction. We’ve lost a sense of togetherness” (Cassidy quoted by Ben Walters in The Guardian,17 July 2015).  

The film Jurassic Park (1993) is, of course, a cautionary tale of the dangers of cloning set in a wildlife park on a small island off the Pacific coast of Central America. It has groundbreaking CGI dinosaurs, a mad millionaire, scientists, children, jeeps and helicopters. In the midst of the animatronic chaos unleashed by genetically engineered Tyrannosaurus Rex, the palaeontologist, Dr Alan Grant, played by Sam Neill, discovers his latent paternal instincts; fathers and fathering again. 

Superbolt Theatre is a young company trained in Jacques Lecoq movement technique. Their production of Jurassic Park is described on their website as follows:

Welcome to the unlikely setting of Lyme Regis Community Centre, where the Park Family – Terry, Jade and Noah – embark on a journey to a misty past. Where, when things go wrong, family feuds are faced with the rapturous roar of DIY dinosaurs. This laugh-out-loud spin on Spielberg’s classic is a theatrical celebration of cinematic nostalgia and a moving reminder of the ones we love ( www.superbolttheatre.com/ (​http:​/​​/​www.superbolttheatre.com​/​​), accessed 5 September 2015).

This is a Fringe rather than the Free Fringe production so there is slightly more 
time between shows and thus scope for more elaborate design, though just barely. As we were leaving the auditorium the actors were already striking the set. The venue is a black box with raked seating, a rectangular stage and black drapes at the back on which the film logo for Jurassic Park is hanging. A sand coloured carpet demarcates the playing area, with large potted ferns, palms and cheese plants running along either side and encroaching on the line of drapes. Scenographically these plants have several functions, both practical and aesthetic: their placement at the back and along the stage edge frames the playing area; as foliage associated with rain forests that locate the action, they also work as entrances and places to ‘run for cover’ when under attack. There is a microphone downstage right and a variety of props are scattered on the floor – including a rucksack. 

The premise of this performance hinged, as did Cassidy’s Back to the Future, on not being able to screen the film.  Cassidy’s excuse was that Universal had refused him permission; Superbolt ascribed it to a lost video—a precious video recorded by their late mother in whose honour the screening is supposed to take place.  As the problems of the family start to surface, including a dysfunctional father who can’t communicate with his children, the son, as a means of escape or as a diversionary tactic, seizes the microphone and begins to re-enact moments from the film himself. 

 In her essay ‘CGI Effects in Hollywood Science Fiction Cinema 1989-95: The Wonder Years’, Michelle Pearson talks about the way in which special effects generated a sense of awe and wonder when they first appeared, caused in part by the unfamiliarity of the new technology. 

In the build up to Jurassic Park’s release, speculation about the film’s computer -generated dinosaurs generated by far and away the most publicity for the film. In fact no other film so perfectly exemplifies …the way that special-effects imagery functions in the contemporary science- fiction film. In the first scene in which one of the much-anticipated computer-generated dinosaurs is finally unveiled – both to the characters in the film and to the audience in the cinema –the narrative all but comes to a halt, the music gradually builds, and shots of characters reacting to the appearance of the dinosaur with wonder and amazement are interspersed with long takes displaying the computer-generated brachiosaur centre screen. (1999,166-167)

There is something equally ‘wonderful’ in the way this low-tech, actor-centred production manages to capture the epic scale of this big screen moment on a small stage. The black drapes become awash with green light, enhancing the tropical backdrop of the foliage as music from the film score with all its associative imagery is played through loud speakers. The narrative is suspended as the actors slowly look out towards the audience as if seeing the dinosaurs for the first time, reiterating the ‘Oooh…Ahhs’ of the characters in the film’s original encounter. This image is then reversed and we see what they see as they turn round and embody the dinosaurs themselves. This integration of highly trained bodies with the skilful manipulation of simple props, combined with the evocative use of sound and light, make up the core constituents of the scenography of this production. In a terrifying moment a remote controlled toy helicopter hovers dangerously close to the audiences’ heads amplified by a sound recording of a full size one. This play with scale and miniaturisation, combined with the transformative power of objects, is further demonstrated when the rucksack becomes the gaping mouth of a Velociraptor in pursuit of the children and the potted plants come into their own as hiding places and sanctuary. The sudden opening of an umbrella behind the head of one of the performers accompanied by high-pitched screeching configures a terrifying Dilophosaurus, while an actor’s eye framed by his four fingers somehow invokes Tyrannosaurus Rex staring out of the foliage.  ‘These mainstream classics brought families of all kinds together, which seems to be happening a bit less today as we consume entertainment more individually’, argues one of the company members in Walters’ Guardian article. This reaction against the usage of mobile phones and other such devices as transmitters of entertainment perhaps attests to a growing disenchantment of a generation for whom the domestication and demystification of  micro-technologies has replaced the ‘awe and wonder’ of their parents in the face of the techno innovations of the original film.

Figure 2 Frode Gjerløw, Simon Maeder, Maria Askew in Jurassic Park (photo by Mihaela Bodlovic)

As we enter the performance space of Now Listen to Me Very Carefully at the Pleasance Courtyard, we have to manoeuvre our way around a male performer in the centre of the space manically rehearsing the line ‘Get outta the way John’ in an American accent with a slight shift of emphasis each time. This circular venue is a cross between an igloo and a tent with benches on the perimeter forming an L shape. Opposite the benches another man in a silver ‘onesie’ and a silver motor cycle helmet sits behind a production desk. From his costume I identify him as probably T-1000, the shape shifting evil nemesis from Terminator 2: Judgement Day (1991) and I am immediately reassured. I know this performance will involve audience participation and it is clear that whatever we are asked to do we could not possibly look as foolish as the man in the silver suit. Andy Roberts, the show’s creator and the man in the centre of the space, is obsessed with Terminator 2 and claims to have seen it 238 times. This means that he has heard the line ‘Get outta the way John’ the same number of times, and, as he tells us at the start of the show, ‘now so have you’. 

Roberts and his silver-clad companion James Baker are skilful at getting us involved in this remake of a Hollywood blockbuster that, when it was released in July 1991, was the most expensive film that had ever been made. For this semi-autobiographical recreation Roberts has already recruited his family, including his four year old niece to be part of the production. We watch and listen as he interacts with a recording of his dad trying to mimic the Terminator (Arnold Schwarzenegger ) and his mum trying to be Sarah Connor (Linda Hamilton), coaching them both in accents and delivery. Scenographically, it is the costumes that hold this show together, combined with a collection of tacky props and toys including sponge truncheons, Nerf blaster guns firing Velcro-tipped foam darts and lots of smoke. We all joined in playing a variety of characters and the final, spectacularly destructive car and truck chase, was recreated using remote controlled toys operated by three members of the audience. I got to terminate T-1000 by firing a sponge dart from a plastic Nerf gun. 

Figure 3 Bootworks - Terminator II James Baker and Andy Roberts (photo courtesy of Alex Brenner)

Figure 4 Bootworks - Terminator II James Baker and Andy Roberts (photo courtesy of Alex Brenner)
Family relations, mothers and fathers, particularly fathers, featured in the narrative here too, expressed through Andy reconnecting with his own father in the process of making the show. Casting his own father in the Schwarzenegger role was presumably both rehabilitation and a release for a father who no longer had to compete with the idealised paternal model Sarah Conner describes in the film as she observes her own son with Arnie.

Watching John with the machine, it was suddenly so clear. The terminator, would never stop. It would never leave him, and it would never hurt him, never shout at him, or get drunk and hit him, or say it was too busy to spend time with him. It would always be there. And it would die, to protect him. Of all the would-be fathers who came and went over the years, this thing, this machine, was the only one who measured up. (http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0103064/quotes (​http:​/​​/​www.imdb.com​/​title​/​tt0103064​/​quotes​), accessed 6 September 2015)

Both the productions I saw as part of the Edinburgh International Festival began in rather low-key, understated ways that belied the size of the venues where they were staged, the scale of the works, and one could say, the ego and ambition that conceived them. In 887 Robert Lepage ambles on to the stage and proceeds in the manner of the house manager to tell us to turn off our mobile phones. Simon McBurney at the start of The Encounter, wanders about the stage looking busy testing equipment, apparently one of the technician team – which to a certain extent as the show developed you could say he was. McBurney tells us to switch off our mobile phones for practical reasons as they will interfere with the sound waves bouncing across the vast auditorium straight into our heads using binaural technology and headphones. In both instances the announcement about phones actually marks the beginning of the narrative – or in McBurney’s case one of many narrative threads. Both performers, in common with some of the other shows, voice certain uneasiness, mistrust in our growing dependency on micro technology like that of mobile phones, as the repository of our pasts, our personal archives, and our memory. Lepage has photographed his entire family archive on his mobile phone to store it digitally – his complete address book is also stored on there and yet he has trouble remembering his own mobile number. McBurney has all his family videos and photographs on his phone and compares this way of recording information to the analogue tapes of his own past. These are fragile and unreliable as keepers of our histories and the consequences of our dependency on them; the way this shapes how we perceive the world; how we communicate and how we are produced by this dependency as subjects in the present, are recurrent themes in both productions. 

887, written, directed, designed and performed by Lepage is an autobiographical meditation on memory and forgetting which interweaves his personal history with the social and political history of the Québécois and the rise of the Front de libération du Québec in the 1960’s.  887 Avenue Murray was Lepage’s early family home, an apartment block in Québec City. In 2010, struggling to learn a poem by heart for an important commemorative event in which he has been asked to perform, and finding it intensely difficult, he tries the ‘memory palace’ as a mnemonic technique.  This method uses visualisation as a means to organise information by placing it in locations, like the rooms of a house. Information is then retrieved by imagining walking through the rooms of the house to where this has been deposited. The connectivity between spatial location and memory becomes the foundation of the scenography of this Lepage work. The act of remembering the poem becomes transmuted into remembering his past as he recreates the apartment block in Avenue Murray, sites in Quebec, and his own apartment in Montreal, in beautifully wrought models of varying scale. As Claire Brennan in the Observer describes it:

The stage becomes the site of memory. Lepage (assisted by an offstage team) adroitly manipulates scale replicas and actual sized sets, representing private and public spaces; the façade of his apartment block, like a giant doll’s house, opens windows on to family lives; Quebec’s Parc des Braves appears, laid out on a table wheeled against a pictured cityscape; a taxi driver drinks Coca-Cola in a 1960s diner; Lepage studies the poem in his 2010s kitchen.

Claire Brennan Observer 23 August 2015
( http://www.theguardian.com/stage/2015/aug/23/887-ex-machina-robert-lepage-edinburgh-observer-review (​http:​/​​/​www.theguardian.com​/​stage​/​2015​/​aug​/​23​/​887-ex-machina-robert-lepage-edinburgh-observer-review​), accessed 6 September 2015)

The boldness of this design and its reconfigurations in different scales from miniaturisations to full size replicas has caught the attention of the critics and it is


refreshing to see scenography being written about by reviewers in some detail. ‘This show is a visual pleasure’, writes Lyn Gardner in The Guardian;

 [F]rom the second Lepage lets us peer through the windows into his family home on 887 Avenue Murray, and into all the neighbours’ apartments too. There is something both oddly delightful, yet also Rear-Window-creepy about the moment. Here, the past is miniaturised just as an entire lifetime of memories can now be reduced to a tiny digital space.’ 

Lynn Gardner Guardian 14 August 2015
(http://www.theguardian.com/stage/2015/aug/14/robert-lepage-887-edinburgh-festival-review (​http:​/​​/​www.theguardian.com​/​stage​/​2015​/​aug​/​14​/​robert-lepage-887-edinburgh-festival-review​), accessed 6 September 2015)



Figure 5 Robert Lepage 887 Edinburgh 2015 photo by Murdo Macleod

Visually the show is impressive, as we have come to expect from Lepage, and he engages us as audience with his charisma and easy charm.  In the end however, the design remains illustrative and thus something of a disappointment. The past is represented but not engaged with and there is no exploration of the potential of the spatial/temporal dynamics of memory and forgetting. ‘Memories are motionless, and the more securely they are fixed in space, the sounder they are’, says Bachelard. ‘To localise a memory in time is merely a matter for the biographer and only corresponds to a sort of external history, for external use, to be communicated to others. (1994,9).  In 887 the past is not just fixed but contained; Lepage for much of the time is external to the action, looking in or down on a Lilliputian world like some giant Gulliver. What we get is a series of temporal moments, sometimes projected in miniature sometimes in larger scale contained by space but never developed in it or through it. The narrative unfolds as a series of incidents, image is followed by image but with no sense of density or depth, we are left with a series of dates. One of the emotional anchors of the piece is his relationship with his father and the recuperation of this humble, troubled man as a political subject. But the signifier for his father is a series of different scale models of the taxi he drove, these cross the stage at various moments, either remotely controlled or on a track. This is disturbingly reductive as we get no real sense of the man and his complexity and yet paradoxically it is one of the strongest images I carry away with me. Overall there is no denying that scenographically the show is clever and well crafted, ‘dressed to impress’ says Lynn Gardner (The Guardian, 14 August 2015) and it was fascinating to see some of the same ideas explored in the small, low budget shows, played out on a grand scale even if the result, in this case, did not live up to expectations. 

As I have already indicated, Simon McBurney is also preoccupied with some of these themes but the form this takes in his new solo show for Complicite, The Encounter is of an entirely different order. The main narrative thread, and there are many, is the story of a man lost in the Amazon rainforest in 1969, photographer  Loren McIntyre,  whose story is the subject of a book Amazon Beaming by Petru Popescu. To survive McIntyre is forced to live with a remote tribe with whom he has no common language and The Encounter is McBurney’s stage adaptation of Popescu’s account of this experience. 

In the inaugural volume of this journal (June 2015) we included a group of short essays that collectively highlighted ‘the importance of attending to sound and scenography as co-constitutive elements’ of performance (Curtain and Roesner 2015,107). Nicholas Till, in his contribution, stated that ‘sound and space must be understood dialectically, since full awareness of space, involves awareness of the relationship of sound to space, and vice versa’, (2015, 111) and suggested a term for this multi-modality: the ‘sceno-sonic’.  This term aptly describes the interplay between the scenic and the sonic that constitutes the experience of McBurney’s epic new work.  As with Lepage the form of this work has attracted the attention of the critics: 

Complicite's brand new show, which will transfer to London's Barbican in February 2016, is a hi-tech trip. The audience wear headphones that are of such quality that when McBurney speaks into the left ear of a mannequin on stage, you can practically feel his breath on your ear; and when he buzzes a mosquito sound around the right ear, you all but bat it away. This is binaural technology - sounds recorded and transmitted separately into each ear — and McBurney uses his new toy to bring his story thrillingly, intimately alive.  

(Alice Jones, Independent, 11 August 2015)


Lennox 3 in the Edinburgh International Conference Centre is an unpromising performance venue. A long stage with no depth is laid out like a massive Foley studio, as Brennan describes it. ‘On the stage is a table, packs of bottles of water, a box overflowing with celluloid strips, a circle of speakers, and a grey, geometric head resting on a stand. This last is a microphone …’ (Claire Brennan, Observer 23 August, http://www.theguardian.com/stage/2015/aug/23/the-encounter-simon-mcburney-edinburgh-review-observer (​http:​/​​/​www.theguardian.com​/​stage​/​2015​/​aug​/​23​/​the-encounter-simon-mcburney-edinburgh-review-observer​), accessed 7 September 2015).  The microphone also serves as various characters as McBurney both narrates and acts out the story. Brennan continues: ‘Some of the sounds are created before our eyes by McBurney, playing with objects, voice, body, effects pedals; others are pre-recorded and are fed into the live performance by sound operators Helen Skiera and Ella Wahlström. This aural-physical combination achieves visceral intensities.’ (ibid)  

Ross Brown describes this kind of intense experience of sound in immersive theatre as ‘a multi-modal auralization of scenic space’ (2015,112).  This implies the audience moving through space with a modicum of control over their ‘sceno-sonic’ experience.  In Lennox 3 we sat in rows and could not move and so watching and listening for me alternated between the kind of visceral intensity described by Brennan and the physical discomfort of being trapped in my seat for two and a half hours with something clamped to my head. (This ‘headphone listening’ is, coincidentally, further explored in this issue of the journal by Chris Wenn who writes cogently about the phenomenological experience of individual headphone listening and the shared experience of listening together).


Figure 6 Simon McBurney, The Encounter, Edinburgh 2015 photo by Murdo Macleod

The Encounter, at times, had a filmic quality, with moments of ‘awe and wonder’ such as the spectacular lighting effects when the whole of the back wall turns red – all the more impressive given the bland corporate qualities of the conference centre stage. But McBurney constantly brings us back to the present and the theatre with a metanarrative revealing the development of the work in his studio at home.  He keeps being distracted by his daughter and he interacts with her pre recorded voice in the same manner as Andy Roberts in Now Listen to Me Very Carefully. On this domestic level the responsibilities and emotional pull of fatherhood vie with his creative energies and compete for his time. Playing with time and our different perceptions of it is runs throughout. Right at the beginning when he is testing the equipment he speaks to us in the present then turns his head and we realise we are actually listening  to his recorded voice from the past. As Brennan sums up in her review: ‘These games with time are also thematic, intersecting the collective time of communal belief, the subjective time of individual perception, the passage of night and day, the private, timeless bedtime stories told across generations’ (Observer 23 August 2015).  Back to the Future again perhaps?

In The Future of Nostalgia Svetlana Boym identifies two types of collective and individual memory, which she describes as restorative and reflective nostalgia. 
‘Restorative nostalgia evokes national past and future; reflective nostalgia is more about individual and cultural memory’ (2001, 49). 

[R]estorative nostalgia ends up reconstructing emblems and rituals of home and homeland in an attempt to conquer and spatialize time, reflective nostalgia cherishes shattered fragments of memory and temporalizes space. Restorative nostalgia takes itself dead seriously. Reflective nostalgia, on the other hand, can be ironic and humorous. (ibid)

The productions discussed above do not settle easily into either of these descriptive categories but rather oscillate between them. They rely for their affect on ‘restorative’ desire for a past remembered as less insular and more community orientated, a loss associated with rapid advances in technology. On the other hand that same technology features as the means though which these ideas are realised, with even the ‘low tech’ shows using laptops and digital operating systems for their effects. They are  reflective in that this is mostly done with a certain irony and humour, an awareness, also expressed by Boym and drawing on Bergson, that ‘[we] don’t need a computer to get access to the virtualities of our imagination: reflective nostalgia has a capacity to awaken multiple planes of consciousness.’ (Boym, 2001, 50). Perhaps, then, the scapegoating of the mobile phone as the repository of fears in the present is less about a desire to return to an idealised past and more an expression of a genuine concern for how we imagine the future.
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^1	  Kath M Mainland, Chief Executive, Edinburgh Festival Fringe Society, 2015 Edinburgh Festival Fringe programme page 1.
